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FROM THE CHAIR
I am writing this flushed with enthusiasm for the SoC conference at UCL this September,
having yesterday attended a committee meeting to finalise some of the arrangements.
I am pleased to say that we have an excellent keynote in Prof. Jerry Brotton, (Queen
Mary, University of London) whose presentation is entitled “The Cartographic Rhetoric
of Globalism”. Other highlights include four practical workshops, and visits to the British
Library Map Room and the London Transport Museum (Mind the Map exhibition). The
programme looks really interesting and we are pleased to say that by careful management
we have managed to bring the cost of attendance in at a lower level than last year,
despite being in London. Further details of the conference appear in this newsletter.
One unique feature of this year’s conference is that when it finishes mid-afternoon on
the Wednesday there is an ICA Neocartography workshop immediately following it, at
UCL. This will have a series of presentations on a neocartography theme and will be
free to attend. The programme is just coming together now. The first three speakers are
Gary Gale (Nokia) giving his wide-ranging views on the topic, Richard Fairhurst (OSM
Foundation) giving a global update on OpenStreetMap maps and data, and Dr Ben
Hennig with a presentation entitled “From geovisualisation to neocartography: maps in
a digital world”. More details are available at: http://neocartography.icaci.org/
After the meeting I strolled down from UCL to Covent Garden to preview the ‘Mind the
Map’ exhibition. It is described by the Guardian as “a dazzling array of posters, designs
and cartographic artwork for more than 100 years” and on the museum website as
“looking in particular at the relationship between identity and place, Mind the Map
explores the impact maps have had on our understanding of London and how they
influence the way we navigate and engage with our surroundings”. I only had time for a
brief scoot round but it looks really interesting. It tells the story of metro mapping, and
covers way more than the development of the Beck map of the London underground.
There were a couple of bonuses on the way from the exhibition to the exit (via the shop).
Firstly there was a large display about access to the Olympic Stadium which confirmed
that the option of catching the Overground to Hackney Wick and walking in, or cycling
to the Victoria Park cycle parking, and going in via the West Gate, is worth looking at.
Secondly there was an ‘advert’ for an app that encourages walking, and gives you
redeemable points for your efforts. Sadly I can’t find the piece of paper that I wrote the
name down on – time for a smartphone maybe?
At a more mundane level there have been UKCC and UKGeoforum meetings to attend,
and committee business, such as thinking about how to appropriately celebrate our 50th
anniversary (in 2014). There are several ideas in the mix which will be fleshed out and
notified shortly. If you have any ideas please do send them to me. At committee we also
discussed the possibility of incentivising members to attend the ICA conference - the
next one being in Dresden in August 2013, as well as important (and often neglected)
matters like succession planning, sustainability and ensuring important data is both
backed up and also accessible if an emergency ever hit the society, or one of its officers.
There is no time now to review all the many and varied things that are happening in the
cartographic world, but keep reading the tweets and blogs. Of course you will be able
to get some of it by attending the SoC conference and hearing me present on “What’s
Neo?”. Hope to see you there.

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair
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published three times a
year and designed for
digital distribution via the
Society’s website. Hard
copy versions of the
Newsletter are available on
request.
Contributions to the
newsletter are welcomed
from all our readers.
Please email all copy and
photographs to:
Newsletter@soc.org.uk
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48th ANNUAL SUMMER SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
3 - 5 September 2012
A word from our hosts . . .
This year’s Summer Conference is being held at UCL centrally located in the heart of the
country’s capital, during the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and Olympic year!
University College London
Our university is a modern, outward-looking institution, committed to engaging with the
major issues of our times. One of the world’s leading multidisciplinary universities, UCL
today is a true academic powerhouse.
UCL is among the world’s top universities, as reflected in performance in a range
of rankings and tables. Twenty one Nobel prizewinners have come from the UCL
community. We have a global reach and global vision. More than a third of our students
come from outside the UK, attracted from 150 countries around the globe.
Much of the energy of UCL life comes from our students. We provide opportunity and
leadership in teaching and research, entrepreneurship, volunteering and overseas
study. We admit only excellent students and work with them to develop and excel.
UCL was founded in 1826 as a radically different university, opening up English higher
education for the first time to people of all beliefs and social backgrounds.
At the end of the South Cloisters of the main building of UCL stands a wooden cabinet,
known as the Auto-Icon, which has been a source of curiosity and perplexity to visitors.
The cabinet contains Jeremy Bentham’s preserved skeleton, dressed in his own clothes,
and surmounted by a wax head. Bentham requested that his body be preserved in this
way in his will made shortly before his death on 6 June 1832. He is considered to be the
spiritual father of UCL, and in recognition of this the cabinet was moved to UCL in 1850.
Not surprisingly, this peculiar relic has given rise to numerous legends and anecdotes.
One of the most commonly recounted is that the Auto-Icon regularly attends meetings
of the College Council, and that it is solemnly wheeled into the Council Room to take its
place among the present-day members. Its presence, it is claimed, is always recorded
in the minutes with the words Jeremy Bentham - present but not voting. Another version
of the story asserts that the Auto-Icon does vote, but only on occasions when the votes
of the other Council members are equally split. In these cases the Auto-Icon invariably
votes for the motion.

Jeremy Bentham, UCL
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Key facts and figures
• UCL is ranked seventh in the world’s top ten universities by the QS World University
Rankings (2011).
• More than 4,000 academic and research staff at UCL are dedicated to research and
teaching of the highest standards.
• In the 2008 Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), UCL was rated the best research
university in London, and third in the UK overall, for the number of its submissions which
were considered of ‘world-leading quality’.
• UCL has the highest number of professors of any university in the UK, with 705
established and personal chairs, as well as the joint highest number of female professors
with 135.
• UCL is associated with several major teaching hospitals – such as the Great Ormond
Street Hospital for Children, the Royal Free Hospital and Moorfields Eye Hospital
• Our academic community includes 48 Fellows of the Royal Society, 55 Fellows of the
British Academy, 10 Fellows of the Royal Academy of Engineering and 99 Fellows of the
Academy of Medical Sciences.
• Nobel Prizes have been awarded to 21 former academics and graduates.
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• More than 40% of the 25,000-strong student community
is engaged in graduate studies, with over a third of these
graduate students pursuing research degrees.
• An ever-expanding worldwide network of more than 140,000
UCL alumni helps to maintain the university’s international
reputation for access, innovation and excellence.
London
Where to begin? London is the 26th largest city in the world,
covering 611 square miles with a population of 8.5 million,
it has the longest underground system in the world with
250 miles of track being served by 270 stations. In 2012
we are hosting the Summer Olympics and the Paralympics
(29 August to 7 September) and it is estimated that over 30
million people will visit London this year!
The Department of Geography
In 1833, the newly-founded University of London (now UCL) appointed Captain
Alexander Maconochie, Secretary to the RGS, as its first professor of geography, but
he remained less than three years. Not until 1903 was the chair re-established and
occupied by Lionel William Lyde. He was replaced by Charles Bungay Fawcett in
1928 who remained until 1949 and supervised a number of doctoral students as well
as teaching undergraduates. The Department was evacuated to Aberystwyth during
World War II, returning to Bloomsbury in 1944. Henry Clifford Darby, the rising star of
British geography, was appointed to the chair in 1949. He embarked on a programme
of expansion and quality enhancement. During his tenure he appointed a completely
new staff and made strategic alliances with cognate disciplines to strengthen and
enlarge the Department. In 1966, Bill Mead replaced Darby as head of an academically
strong but severely overcrowded department. The solution came in 1979 with what
was thought to be a temporary move to Bedford Way. Under the firm leadership of Ron
Cooke (1981-91) the Department then strengthened its work in physical geography and
cultural geography, with the appointment of Rick Battarbee and David Lowenthal. As
head, Richard Munton (1991-97, 2002-2005) developed an important research team in
rural geography. Peter Wood (1997-2002) resolved overcrowding by the relocation of
sections of the Department to other buildings. In 2002, space in the Pearson Building
enabled UCL Geography to be re-united there and in Bedford Way. Subsequent heads,
Alan Gilbert (2005-2007), Mark Maslin (2007-2011) and Jon French (2011-), have seen
the retirement of a whole cohort of professors and the appointment of many young
colleagues. At present, the Department has 11 full professors, 9 readers, 7 senior
lecturers, and 13 lecturers, whose expertise covers a wide range of the discipline.
Courtesy of Prof. Hugh Clout, UCL
The Venue

Captain Alexander Maconochie

The event will take place in the Roberts Engineering
Front Building. Reconstructed in 2008, this ultra- modern
lecture space is a popular location for many UCL events.
It comprises a suite of lecture theatres including the Sir
Ambrose Fleming LT where we will be holding all of
our main presentations. There are also comprehensive
AV facilities and informal breakout and display areas.
Accommodation will be in the Ian Baker House Halls
of Residence, a 6 minute walk from the main campus.
All breakfast and evening meals will be eaten here. In
addition to this we will be holding our workshops in the
Pearson Building and also the 26 Bedford Way building.

Sir John Ambrose Fleming was the first head of
England’s first University Department of Electrical
Technology, formed at UCL in 1885. In 1904, he invented
the Thermionic (or Fleming) Valve. This was the first
Sir John Ambrose Fleming electron tube device and signified the birth of electronic
3
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devices. This device was the first electronic rectifier of radio waves, and enabled the
widespread introduction of commercial radio services.

For further information please visit
www.soc2012.soc.org.uk or contact
the local organiser Miles Irving.
Email: m.irving@ucl.ac.uk
Telephone: 0207 679 0516
Miles Irving
University College London

Roberts Engineering
Front Building

Getting Here
UCL is easy to get to by bus,
tube, train or cycle visit www.ucl.
ac.uk/maps for further info. For
further information on travelling
around London visit
www.tfl.gov.uk
There is even a free iPhone and
Android ‘UCLiMap’ for you to
download.
Please note that the Bloomsbury
area has metered parking and
visitors are therefore strongly
advised not to travel to UCL by
car. UCL is within the congestion
charging zone.
NO PARKING IS AVAILABLE.
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SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAMME 2012
Mapmakers for a Modern World
Monday 3 September
11.00 Registration
12.30 - 13.30 Buffet Lunch
Opening and Welcome to 2012 Summer School - Professor Jon French
Session 1
Project Drake
David Earl Freelance
OpenStreeetMap GB project
Steven Feldman (KnowWhere Consulting)
Surname Mapping
Paul Longley & James Cheshire (Geography, UCL)

Refreshments

Ian Baker House, Hall of
Residence

Session 2
LAAP (low altitude aerial photography)
Mike Smith (Kingston University)
Making a Map Worth Keeping: Modern Maps with Vintage Beauty
Anna Butler (Wellingtons Travel)
Simulation of Traffic Congestion as Complex Behaviour
Ed Manley (UCL)

Annual General Meeting
Quiz

Tuesday 4 September
Session 3
TBC
Mapping Transport Behaviour Patterns
Vicki Gilham & Stephen Knox
Metro Mapping
Max Roberts (University of Essex)

Refreshments
Session 4
The cartographic rhetoric of globalism
Jerry Brotton (Queen Mary College)
TBC

Group photo & Lunch
Workshops
How to use OSM data
Harry Wood
ESRI ArcGIS - Online
Will White
Adobe CS6 clinic
Stuart Gill
MapBox / Tile Mill
Andy Allan
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Summer School
2012

Visits
British Library - Map Room Tour
Tom Harper
London Transport Museum - “Mind the Map”
Exhibition

Dinner and Speeches followed by Routemaster Tour of London

Wednesday 5 September
Session 7

London

Mapping London
Ollie O’Brien (UCL CASA)

Transport Planning and Mapping the Olympics
Nick Austin

Book now for the 2012
Summer School at
University College London
www.soc2012.soc.org.uk

New City Landscape Maps: Urban Areas According to Tweet Density
Fabian Neuhaus (UrbanTick/CASA)

Refreshments
Session 8
Community mapping by non-literate citizen scientists in the Rainforest
Michalis Vitos (UCL ExCiteS Group)
Mapping the Great Irish Famine
Michael Murphy (University of Cork)
Delegates Session
Informal 5 minute slots for delegates to talk on a mapping-related topic / project - sign up at the
conference

Lunch
Session 9
Using 7scenes for Mobile Scenario based Training for Firefighters
Brian Quinn (RMIT University, Melbourne)
What’s Neo?
Steve Chilton (Middlesex University)

15.00 Close of Conference and Introduction to ICA

Taster Abstracts
Mapping the Great Irish Famine
Michael Murphy University of Cork

The Great Irish Famine between 1845 and 1852 was probably the most pivotal event
in modern Irish history. In excess of 1 million people perished and at least 1.25 million
left Ireland never to return. ‘Mapping the Great Irish Famine’ is a chronological journey,
beginning with the upheaval of the Cromwellian plantations of the 17th century. Using
maps from the ‘The Atlas of the Great Irish Famine’, this paper charts the population
and economic pressures in pre-famine Ireland, exploring the effects of the famine on
Ireland and beyond. It will also examine the famine’s aftermath, how it shaped modern
Ireland and the Irish worldwide, finally showing how famine still casts its shadow over
many parts of the world to this day.
Using 7scenes for mobile scenario based training for firefighters

Brian Quinn Melbourne University
On Black Saturday, 7 February, 2009 in Victoria, Australia there were over 400 fires and
173 people died. Temperatures reached 46 degrees Celsius and northerly winds were
6
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over 100 km/h. After the cool change, the winds which veered to westerlies and later
southerlies reached 125 km/h. Many new residents of forested areas were unfamiliar
with fire behaviour and in some cases how the forecast timing and direction of the
wind change would impact crucially on their decision making. The computer game
editor Sandbox2, provided with the game Crysis Wars (crytek.com), can be used for
the production of movies and static geovisualisations of bushfires. The 7scenes editor
(7scenes.com) is employed in the creation of a scenario-based training exercise called
CODE RED: MOBILE. 7scenes and user-made activities can be downloaded onto
iPhone, iPad and Android devices as well as PCs. The mobile device’s GPS is used to
track and mark the participant’s location on Google Map. Tasks to be completed in the
Hanging Rock Reserve require the participant to navigate to 7scenes markers overlain
on a Google Map of the area. The markers are placed, and media attached using the
7scenes editor. When in range the markers open media, and participants read and
respond to the provided photos, movies or textual information. Half the participants
view only static geovisualisations and maps, the other half receives a mix of static
media and dynamic geovisualisations. The effects of the two treatments are compared.
Participants are volunteers from fire brigades in Central Victoria and the results of the
experiment may assist in developing mobile training for firefighters.

Future Summer
School Venues
2013
to be confirmed
Would you like to host a
Summer School?
If so, please contact
Steve Chilton
Email:
steve8@mdx.ac.uk

LAAP: low altitude aerial photography

Mike Smith Kingston University
Over the last 20 years there has been a wealth of development in airborne and
spaceborne remote sensing, as well as field-based acquisition of image data. Spatial
resolutions of satellite imagery are now at ~50cm, whilst airborne is commonly 15cm
and can be as low as 5cm. Yet for many applications low cost, low altitude imaging
remains important for the acquisition of timely, high resolution data. This presentation
outlines a variety of novel platforms for low altitude data acquisition and introduces
some of the more recent techniques for processing them.

As an added bonus the ICA Commission on Neocartography is holding a workshop
session directly after the closing of the conference. It will take place in the afternoon
and early evening at UCL, and a programme is just being put together. The highlight is
likely to be the keynote from Gary Gale from Nokia. More details will be available shortly
from: http://neocartography.icaci.org/

http://www.
londonmappingfestival.
org/2012/07/mappingshowcase-2012-announced/

NEWS

Interested in becoming an
exhibitor? Please email:

London Mapping Festival - Mapping Showcase 2012
Following the success of the Mapping Showcase last December the event is being
repeated at Lords Cricket Ground on Thursday 6 December.

admin@londonmappingfestival.org

For each exhibitor there will be the option of running a workshop or having an outside
pitch to demonstrate kit. There will also be the chance to run competitions like last
year’s Wii challenge. There will be a limited number of external keynote speakers who
will present in the Lords Media Centre overlooking the ground and, for those interested,
tours to the Long Room and museum.

Registration details will be
made available and announced
in due course.

This time the event will only run during the day, from 9.30 to 17.30 on Thursday 6
December. As before it is free to all the visitors whether you are there for an hour or the
whole day. It will provide a final opportunity for the mapping and surveying industry to
show London what it expects to be happening over the next few years.
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CARTOGRAPHIC RAMBLINGS
States and territories of the united States of America
Click on this link:
http://i.imgur.com/H0nEf.gif

From the web!

An animated map; great if you could only slow it down and browse!

Contributed by Alex Duncan
Shanghai

WHAT’S NEW
Journal of Maps - Best Map 2011
21st Century Conflicts in Europe 2000 - May 2010
A sad indictment of our civilised world that this map is laden with information spanning
such a short period of time.

Editor in Chief: Dr Mike Smith,
Reader, Kingston University
http://www.journalofmaps.com/
8
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PDF Maps App
The PDF Maps App is an all-encompassing solution
for the use, distribution and sale of digital versions
of paper maps to mobile devices. Think of it like like
iTunes, iBooks or Kindle but for maps.
Web: http://www.avenza.com/pdf-maps

Geographic Imager® 4.0 for
Adobe® Photoshop®
• Powerful geospatial imaging suite now supports
Adobe Photoshop CS6 –
- Additional Geographic Imager 4.0 features
- Support for Adobe Photoshop CS6
- Enhanced ECW import support
- Automatic checking for maintenance updates and new versions
- Added support for IMG channel names
- Improved main panel with access to Channel Management

For further information contact:
Email: info@avenza.com Web:
www.avenza.com

OBITUARY
Roy Boud

Those who remember Dr Roy Boud, formerly of the Department of Earth
Sciences, University of Leeds and author of several articles on the early geological
mapping of Scotland and the influence of the Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland on the OS, will be saddened to hear of his death at the end of May. Anyone
who had any correspondence with Roy will remember his excellent calligraphy.
Contributed by John Moore
College of Science and Engineering Library Team, Map Librarian,
Glasgow University Library

EVENTS
18 May - 28 October 2012
“Mind the Map”

Venue: London Transport Museum, Covent Garden Piazza,
London WC2E 7BB
Website: http://www.ltmuseum.co.uk/whats-on/
exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions
Further Information: From diagrammatic, decorative
and digital maps, through to contemporary artworks and
interactives, Mind the Map will draw on the Museum’s
outstanding map collection to explore how London’s public
transport maps have not only aided navigation but have
inspired art, design and cartography.
The exhibition will be the largest of its kind comprising
previously unseen historic material and newly commissioned
works by artists including Simon Patterson, Stephen Walter,
Susan Stockwell, Jeremy Wood, Agnès Poitevin-Navarre
and Claire Brewster.
9
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9 - 12 September 2012
“Early Cartography in the Habsburg Empire, and Commemoration
of Mercator’s 500th Birthday”
30th International IMCOS Symposium - Commemoration of Mercator’s 500th
Birthday
Venue: Vienna, Austria
Website: http://www.mercator-500.at/

END NOTE
As I write, I’m on my way to London for our Society committee meeting, our Wimbledon
hopeful Andy Murray has been defeated by Roger Federer, arguably the most talented
and genial player of all time; so no real reason to be too downhearted. Olympic fever is
round the corner and I shall be testing out their maps and directions that have arrived
in an oversized envelope along with our tickets. None of the tickets we actually wanted
were allocated to us, the ones we got were a filler-in and Row 48 sounds an awful long
way from the action so binoculars will be packed. I will report back after the event!
This issue has focussed on the Summer School with a few other snippets of news and
views, new maps and an App to discover. Another inclement summer is upon us, but
the team at UCL will be welcoming us with sunny smiles in September so check out
the Summer School web site and join us for an interesting progamme and some good
networking.
Ed
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Society of Cartographers
WALLIS AWARD 2011 - 2012
Entries are invited from members of the Society of Cartographers for this year’s Wallis Award

For cartographic work completed during the period
September 2011 to September 2012.
Entries should be accompanied by either a descriptive display panel or a written
commentary, giving background details and technical information relating to the
method of production. Submitted entries must be comprised of cartographic design
or production undertaken in full or as majority effort by a member of the Society of
Cartographers. Entries can be produced by either digital or traditional technology, in
monochrome or multicolour and may consist of a single map, a series of maps for
a publication or an atlas. The criteria for judging will consider such factors as overall
clarity; balanced layout and design; aesthetic appearance; content fit for purpose; and
the appropriate selection and use of colours, type and symbology.
The basis for the award is “excellence in cartography”.
The current award, courtesy of Honorary Member Mr David Wallis, provides a sum of
£100 plus a certificate for the successful entrant. Notification and details (particularly
size and format) of the entries should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, together with a
note of your membership number, as soon as possible and by 31 August 2012 at latest.
The entry itself should either be forwarded to the Hon. Secretary or submitted at the
beginning of the Summer School.
Judging will take place during the week of the Cartography 2012 Summer School in
London where all entries will be exhibited.
As an entrant for the Wallis Award you are giving permission to the Society of
Cartographers (SoC) and its Committee to display entries at its Annual Summer School,
and to reproduce all or part of your entry in all SoC publications and on the SoC website,
without copyright, or payment of royalties or reproduction fees. Author(s) and/or the
holders of the copyright will be duly acknowledged in any SoC publication in which
your entry or entries are published. Those entering are fully responsibility for obtaining
permission from the copyright holder prior to entering.

Please complete in full the following entry form and post or email the form to:
Mike Shand, (Mike.Shand@ges.gla.ac.uk) Hon. Secretary,
CartoGraphics Unit, Dept. of Geographical & Earth Sciences,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland, UK
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WALLIS AWARD ENTRY FORM
Name of entrant:
Address:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Organisation:

Membership
Number:
Title of Entry:
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